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Roverpet #KK-CPC-3 Play Center Assembly Instructions 
   
                   
            

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: the #CPC-3 Roverpet Cat Play Center is designed and sold as an add-on accessory 
for the #KK3 Cat Climber. The fabric enclosure of the #CPC Cat Play Center installs in 
place of the two standard sheepskin pads that are normally installed on the two-level 
tower of the #KK3 assembly. The frame tubing shown in the photo above is presented for 
instruction purposes only, and is not included with the #CPC Cat Play Center. 
 

 

Inventory:  one fabric cat play center 
  

1.) Unpack the Roverpet #KK3 Cat Play Center you with be installing this 

accessory on and check the contents against the inventory list included 

with the product. 

2.) Disregard the steps pertaining to the 2-level tower assembly in the #KK3 

instructions. Instead, complete the assembly of the 2-level tower assembly 

with these instructions and then refer back to the #KK3 instructions to 

assemble the 3-level tower and complete the assembly. 

3.) Connect the two #24TLC legs together by inserting two #17 CBC 

crossbars into the holes between them as seen in the photo below. 
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4.) Insert the four #34URP uprights into the upward facing holes of the 

#24TLC legs in the following manner: the two pipes identified with red 

marks on their tops are to go into the lower left and upper right locations 

as viewed with one of the long faces of the assembly positioned in front of 

you. Turn the upper-most holes in the uprights to face each other across 

the longer faces of the assembly as shown in the left photo at the top of 

the next page. 

 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.) Install the corner rings of the fabric cat play center over the uprights, being 

sure that the sheepskin fabric is facing up as shown in the above right 

photo. 

6.) Install the short and long cross bars into the holes in the uprights to mimic 

the assembled view that appears in the photo at the top of the previous 

page while paying attention that the following assembly criteria are 

adhered to: 

 The bottom rings of the enclosure must rest under the first (lowest) 

set of long cross bars that span across the wider faces of the tower 

 The upper set of short bars that spans across the narrower faces of 

the tower are to pass through the support sleeves in the fabric 

enclosure. 

 The top rings of the cat play center must rest on top of the highest 

cross bars that span across the wider faces of the tower. 

7.) Install the top arms into the open ends of the uprights. 

8.) Refer to the instructions included with the Roverpet #KK3 Cat Climber to 

assemble the 3-level tower and to complete the unit. To reduce the 

squeaking/friction caused by product on product place a thin layer of Vaseline on 

the connection points.                                                                                                         
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Install the uprights with 

red marks on their tops at 

these two locations and 

face the upper-most holes 

in the uprights towards 

each other across the 

longer faces of the 

assembly as shown by 

the green arrows. 
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